Fountain Digital Labs – mobile movies
Originally responding to a challenge to help explain one of FDL’s
products – the app ‘bundu’ – I ended up working with the team on
three separate products. Promotional materials were written,
clarity and consistency were improved, and tones of voice were
developed for the mobile platform apps.
For each of these new ventures, I spent valuable time with the development and
leadership teams to fully appreciate objectives. This enabled me to define the
products themselves, appreciate the fast-moving environment into which they
were planned to be launched, and agree their specific markets.
Copy was written to accompany a promotional video for the app Focus – a tool for
linking video and sharing via social networks. Promotional materials were
developed for Shortkutt, an automated video-editing suite for mobile.
And a whole new language of terms was agreed via the development of
a glossary. If we ‘tweet’ via Twitter and update our Facebook ‘status’, it was
important to specify the terms and actions that are likely to define the world of
mobile videography.
As well as producing explanatory, selling and branded copy, I also used my
perspective and analytical nature to influence company strategy. My need to
understand the products led to the extension of use cases, and the set up of
various testing groups. I have also presented to employees on a number of
occasions to ensure clarity in direction. This level of input has shaped the
products’ interfaces, their functionality, and the team’s development priorities.

A different perspective
As one of the only members of the team not to be immersed in a specific aspect of
app development, I was able to retain an overview of organisational direction.
This enabled me to ask meaningful questions, optimise the team’s resources –
and even lay down the strategic thinking on which the company’s decisions
were based.

